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Apollo DVD to PSP is a multifuntional tool to free you from the DVD discs. It's Very easy to
use and creates video the same quality as the original movie. Supports PAL/NTSC DVDs.
Built-in MPEG4 encoder ensures high converting speed(about twice of the playback
speed).Also able to convert DVD into .H264(AVC) files(Higher quality and smaller file size).If
you are a novice with peculiar style, Apollo DVD to PSP is a best choice. Preview mode
ensures super fast conversion speed and no sync problem. What you see is what you get,
Rip all kind of DVDs that playable. DVD to PSP video has never been easier with Apollo DVD
to PSP.

Key Features

Convert DVD movies to H264(AVC) format new(Higher quality and smaller file size)
Two modes ripping a dvd.
Preview mode ensures super fast conversion speed and no sync problem.
More compatible with most DVD standards.
Convert DVD movies to MPEG4 or format playable on PSP without quality loss.
Select any subtitle&audio track as you want.
Support both PAL/NTSC DVD
Support episode DVD.
6-level output quality settings. Just one click to convert a DVD.
Convert each chapter to an individual file.
Custom define the output audio volume,video frame rate and resolution.
High-speed encoder ensures smooth conversion of video and audio data.
Set your starting point and duration at will.
Automatically select the main title of a DVD .
Keep the original aspect ratio or resize movie to fit the PSP monitor resolution.
Shutdown computer automatically when job is done.
User-friendly interface without any complicated settings.
Lifetime FREE Technical Support and FREE upgrade.

System   Requirements 

Os: Win95,Win98,WinME,WinNT 4.x,Windows2000,WinXP,Windows2003
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